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EXAMPLES OF CULTURAL DIFFERENCES AND   

HOW COMMUNICATION IS RELATED TO CULTURE 

Dorina Pojani, University of Sao Paulo 

ABSTRACT 

Having a differing working environment has numerous benefits but can too come with 

challenges for directors as they explore ways to assist individuals from diverse foundations and 

experiences find common ground within the work environment. Understanding how to recognize 

and address social contrasts permits you to encourage beneficial communication and develop a 

positive company environment tolerating of individuals from all societies. Understanding the 

comes about of social contrasts is a vital portion of overseeing a differing group. Employees’ 

social foundations can donate bosses understanding into the thinking behind their propensities 

and behaviours within the working environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Once you have got information of the various ways culture can affect how individuals act 

at work, you'll intercede clashes and give significant inspiration to each worker. Offer assistance 

individuals from under-represented bunches feel regarded by being steady of their culture and 

teaching others around how to act consciously at work and work together productively. People’s 

viewpoint and values tend to differ based on their era. Someone’s era can have an effect on their 

thoughts almost polished skill, collaboration, communication, authority, work ethic and work 

environment culture (Clyne, 1987). Infant Boomers tend to be steadfast to a manager and 

anticipate having a long-term career at a single working environment, accepting that victory 

comes from making penances and working through the administration structure. Millennials 

exceedingly esteem work-life adjust and look for steady openings for growth, indeed in case 

meaning moving on to another company, extend or position (Yang et al., 2010). 

Diverse societies communicate through different levels of setting. Low-context societies 

such as Canada, the Joined together States, Australia, Unused Zealand and most of Europe, 

require small or no clarification of orders and demands, leaning toward to create choices rapidly. 

High-context societies, which incorporate most other Eastern and South American populaces, 

require and anticipate much more clarification around orders and bearings (Joy & Kolb, 2009). 

Businesses that work with a low-context frame of communication spell out the specifics within 

the message, whereas those from a high-context communication culture anticipate and supply 

more foundation with their messages. Western and Eastern prompts have considerably distinctive 

implications in trade. The word "yes," for case, as a rule implies understanding in Western 

societies (Sirmon & Lane, 2004). In Eastern and high-context societies in any case, the word 

regularly implies that the party gets it the message, not fundamentally that he concurs with it. A 

handshake in a few societies is as ironclad as an American contract. A period of hush amid 

arrangements with an Eastern commerce relate may imply disappointment along with your 

proposition. Whereas straight to the point openness may be alluring in Western societies, Eastern 
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societies frequently put more esteem on sparing confront and dodging insolent reactions 

(Varnum et al., 2010) Understanding social differing qualities in commerce is critical to 

collaboration with individuals from contrasting societies whereas avoiding risky issues. In case 

you know you will be arranging with remote businesspersons, for case, ponder in progress how 

their way of doing trade contrasts from your possess. You will discover that numerous Eastern 

societies, like and anticipate having long instructive sessions some time recently transactions 

begin. Make beyond any doubt, as well, that your staff gets it that social contrasts matter in 

commerce and can effectively be misjudged by either party. Over all, after you experience 

unforeseen behavior, try not to bounce to conclusions. Somebody who appears disinterested 

along with your thoughts may really be from a culture where feelings are not promptly 

communicated. Potential social boundaries in trade can be dodged essentially by understanding 

the effect of culture on trade environment. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Make beyond any doubt, as well, that your staff gets it that social contrasts matter in 

commerce and can effectively be misjudged by either party. Over all, after you experience 

unforeseen behavior, try not to bounce to conclusions. Somebody who appears disinterested 

along with your thoughts may really be from a culture where feelings are not promptly 

communicated. Potential social boundaries in trade can be dodged essentially by understanding 

the effect of culture on trade environment. 
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